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Implementation for JKSE Forecasting
Seng Hansun

Abstract: Neural networks is a type of soft computing methods
that widely has been used and implemented in many fields,
including time series analysis. One of the goals of time series
analysis is to predict future data value.In this study, we try to
implement another approach using the backpropagation neural
networks method to forecast the Jakarta Stock Exchange (JKSE)
composite index data, which is one of the stock market change
indicators in Indonesia.The study then is continued by calculating
the accuracy and robustness levels of Backpropagation NN in
forecasting JKSE data. The experimental result on the case taken
shows an encouraging and promising result.
Index Terms: time series analysis, backpropagation, neural
networks, JKSE forecasting.

I. INTRODUCTION
A set of regular time-ordered observations of a
quantitative characteristic of an individual or collective
phenomenon taken at successive periods is known as
time-series data [1]. One of the main goals of time series data
analysis is to find a pattern that can be used to predict future
data or events [2].
Recently, we can find so many works regarding time
series analysis, using different kinds of approaches. Some
were using the fuzzy time series approach [3-7], while some
others were using hybrid approach [8-12], combining two or
more methods to forecast the time series data. In this paper,
we usea different approach, using backpropagation neural
networks to forecast Jakarta Stock Exchange (JKSE) data. By
conducting this research, we hope it can give an illustration
for the market traders about the condition of stock market, so
they can make the best decision on buying or selling their
shares. JKSE forecasting results accuracy level will also be
calculated by using Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).
II. BACKPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORKS
Artificial neural networks is a network that consists of
groups of small processing units, which has been modeled
imitating the biological human nervous systems.
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Figure 1. A neuron in human nervous systems (left) and a
simple neuron model in artificial neural networks (right)
[13]
There are some neural networks techniques that have been
developed by researchers, such as delta learning rule,
generalized delta learning rule, radial basis function,
self-organizing map, polynomial neural networks,
backpropagation, counter-propagation,etc. [14]. In this
research, we will use backpropagation method to predict
future data of JKSE composite index data.
Backpropagation is one type of supervised learning artificial
neural networks (ANN) techniques, and consist of three main
processes,
1. Feedforward process – data are inputted into the
networks,
2. Backpropagation
process
–
calculation
and
back-propagation of errors found,
3. Updating networks’ weights and bias.
Usually, the backpropagation method been used in
multi-layer networks, which could be consist of some hidden
units, to minimalize errors found in the output of the
networks. The steps of backpropagation method can be
described as following [14]:
1. Weights and bias initialization.
Weights and bias can be initialized with any random
numbers
2. If the stop condition is not fulfilled yet, do step 3 to 10.
3. For each training data, do steps 4 to 9.
Feedforward
4. Every input unit (Xi, i = 1, …, n) receives input signal xi
and distributes the signal to all units in the hidden layer.
The input signals xi been used here are normalized input
data training. To normalize them, first find the
minimum and maximum value from the input training
data. Then normalize them using an activation function.
If activation function been used is sigmoid binary,
which has minimum value 0 and maximum value 1,
then the lowest input value is also 0, and the highest
input value is 1. Here we will use sigmoid binary
function.
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On every hidden unit (Zj, j = 1, …, p), sum all the
weighted input signals including the bias,
(1)
Then, calculate the output signal from every hidden unit
using activation function chosen,
(2)
The output signal has then been delivered to all output
units in output layer.
On every output unit (Yk, k = 1, …, m), sum all the
weighted input signals including the bias,
(3)
Then, calculate the output signal from every output unit
using the activation function chosen,
(4)
The output signal has then been delivered to all units in
the networks’ output.
Back-propagation of error
Every output unit (Yk, k = 1, …, m) receives a target
pattern (desired output) that suitable with input training
pattern to calculate the error between target and output
given by the networks,
(5)
δk factor will be used to calculate error correction (Δwjk),
which will be used to update wjk, where
(6)
The bias correction (Δw0k) also be calculated to update
w0k, where
(7)
δk factor then is distributed to the layer in step 8.
Every hidden unit (Zj, j = 1, …, p) receives a weighted
delta input (from step 7),
(8)
Then the result will be multiplied with derivative of
activation function been used by the network to get error
correction factor δj, where
(9)
δj factor will be used to calculate error correction (Δvij),
which will be used to update vij, where
(10)
The bias correction (Δv0j) also be calculated
to update v0j, where
(11)
Weights and bias adjustment
Every output unit (Yk, k = 1, …, m) will update the
weights and bias from every hidden unit (j = 0, …, p)
(12)
Every hidden unit (Zj, j = 1, …, p) will update the
weights and bias from every input unit (i = 0, …, n)
(13)

10. Check the stop condition.
If the stop condition had been fulfilled, then the training
process can be stopped. To check the stop condition, we
use error limitation as below

2

After the training process, if we give some inputs to the
networks, we will get prediction outputs. The processes are
similar to feedforward process explained above (steps 4 to 6).
However, we need to remember that yk variable still needs to
be converted again into corresponding value since we had
normalized it before based on the range of activation function
used.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the backpropagation neural networks
method explained above will be incorporated to forecast
JKSE data. There is a total of 50 data been used, which was
taken weekly from August, 13rd 2012 to July, 29th 2013 [15].
From those 50 data, the first 25 data was used as the training
data to get the best weights and bias values in the networks,
while the last 25 data was used as the testing data. MSE and
MAPEare used to calculate and get the forecasted data
accuracy level.
The networks’ architecture been used in this research is
shown in Fig. 2 below. The network is multi-layer networks
that consist of an input layer, one hidden layer, and an output
layer. The input layer has three input units plus one bias, the
hidden layer has one hidden unit plus one bias, and the output
layer has one output unit. For the first input unit, we will use
training data Xi; for the second input unit, we use training data
Xi+1; and for the third input unit, we use training data Xi+2,
where i = 1, …, n-2.

Figure 2. Networks architecture has been used in the
research
For the initial values, we use this assumption:
1. Learning rate
: 0.1
2. Error tolerance : 0.05
3. v01
: -1
4. v11
: 1.5
5. v21
:0
6. v31
: 2.5
7. w01
: -5
8. w11
:7
Then the networks will be trained with the above initial
values to get the best weights and bias values within the error
tolerance range, as follow:

(14)

After the networks been trained successfully with the training
data, we will get weights and bias values that best represent
the networks’ architecture. The new weights and bias values
can be used in testing data to predict time series data desired.
Testing
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Error tolerance
v01

: 0.0482
: -0.8628

3.

v11

: 1.5323

4.

v21

: 0.0384

5.

v31

: 2.5380

6.

w01

: -4.9175

7.

w11

: 7.0209

The weights and bias values above then will be used on
testing data. The forecasting results on testing data using
backpropagation neural networks method are shown in Table
1. The values of MSE and MAPE are quite small, which
means that the backpropagation method can be used to
forecast JKSE data quite well.

Table 1. Actual versus Forecasted Data
Date

Data

Forecast

3/5/2013
3/11/2013
3/18/2013
3/25/2013
4/1/2013
4/8/2013
4/15/2013
4/22/2013
4/29/2013
5/6/2013
5/13/2013
5/20/2013
5/27/2013
6/3/2013
6/10/2013
6/17/2013
6/24/2013
7/1/2013
7/8/2013
7/15/2013
7/22/2013
7/29/2013

4874.5
4819.32
4723.16
4940.99
4926.07
4937.21
4998.46
4978.51
4925.48
5105.94
5145.68
5155.09
5068.63
4865.32
4760.74
4515.37
4818.9
4602.81
4633.11
4724.41
4658.87
4640.78

4858.48
4896.23
4911.15
4890.04
4945.84
4927.81
4961.33
4970.74
4968.65
4965.76
4990.10
4991.29
5002.73
4997.18
4971.91
4939.11
4779.70
4898.47
4687.77
4831.83
4810.04
4781.51

IV. CONCLUSION

0.0033
0.0160
0.0398
0.0103
0.0040
0.0019
0.0074
0.0016
0.0088
0.0275
0.0302
0.0318
0.0130
0.0271
0.0444
0.0938
0.0081
0.0642
0.0118
0.0227
0.0324
0.0303
MAPE = 2.4113
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